
Best Practices for Enhancing the User Experience on Your Website 



1.  How Users Read on the Web 

2.  The Five Second Test 

3.  The Role of  Introductory Text 

4.  Layout Essentials 

5.  Audiences and Top Tasks 

6.  Content and Style Overview 

7.  Critiques of  pages from “volunteer” departments 



How Users Read on the Web 

They Don’t  
  People rarely read web pages word by word; instead, 

they scan the page, picking out individual words and 
sentences. 

  Research on how people read websites found that 79% 
of  test users always scanned any new page they came 
across; only 16% read word-by-word.  www.useit.com 



Get To The Point 

 When a user visits your website you have about 
5 seconds to grab their attention before they 
click off. 

 A good site gives users the information that 
they need quickly and efficiently. 



The Five Second Test 

  Go to one of  the important pages on your site – one that 
should drive key goals. 

  Now, look at that page for 5 seconds or, better yet, ask 
someone not familiar with your page to view it. 

  Remember, no more than 5 seconds! 

  Now – have them name what stood out, was it clear what 
action your wanted them to take? 

http://blog.stamats.com 



Solution – Use Scannable Text 

  Highlighted keywords - hypertext links serve as one 
form of  highlighting; typeface variations and color are 
others 

  Break documents into separate topics 

  Use meaningful sub-headings (not "clever" ones) – 
questions often make great headings. 

  Use bulleted lists 



Scannable Text (cont.) 

  One idea per paragraph - users will skip over any 
additional ideas if  they are not caught by the first few 
words in the paragraph 

  Craft the first sentence to capture attention 

  Use the inverted pyramid style, starting with the 
conclusion 

  Short paragraphs – 50 words or less.  One sentence 
paragraphs are ok! 



Scannable Text (cont.) 

  Short sentences – 5 to 10 words 

  This does not mean adhering to a defined word 
or character length for every piece of  content. 

  Try to say what you need in the shortest, clearest 
way possible - Half  the word count (or less) than 
conventional writing 



A good rule of  thumb is to write out your content as 
a first draft without thinking about length, then 
come back to it a day later and cut it down by half. 

Then, repeat the process! You’ll find it’s not hard 
after spending a little time away from it to cut 
down unnecessary text and still convey the 
relevant information. 



Here is an example of  how varying content can 
affect usability:  

5 versions of  the same webpage were developed 
  same basic information 
  different wording 
  same site navigation 

Users were then asked to perform the same tasks 
with the different pages. 

www.useit.com 



Version 1 - Promotional writing (control condition)  

  Uses “marketese” found on many commercial websites 

Nebraska is filled with internationally recognized attractions 
that draw large crowds of  people every year, without fail. In 
1996, some of  the most popular places were Fort Robinson 
State Park (355,000 visitors), Scotts Bluff  National 
Monument (132,166), Arbor Lodge State Historical Park & 
Museum (100,000), Carhenge (86,598), Stuhr Museum of  the 
Prairie Pioneer (60,002), and Buffalo Bill Ranch State 
Historical Park (28,446). 



Version 2 – Concise Text 

  Uses about half  the word count as the control condition 

In 1996, six of  the best-attended attractions in Nebraska 
were Fort Robinson State Park, Scotts Bluff  National 
Monument, Arbor Lodge State Historical Park & 
Museum, Carhenge, Stuhr Museum of  the Prairie Pioneer, 
and Buffalo Bill Ranch State Historical Park. 

Usability Improvement 58%  (relative to control condition) 



Version 3 – Scannable layout 
  Same text as the control condition in a scannable layout 

Nebraska is filled with internationally recognized attractions that draw 
large crowds of  people every year, without fail. In 1996, some of  the most 
popular places were: 

 Fort Robinson State Park (355,000 visitors) 

 Scotts Bluff  National Monument (132,166) 

 Arbor Lodge State Historical Park & Museum (100,000) 

 Carhenge (86,598) 

 Stuhr Museum of  the Prairie Pioneer (60,002) 

 Buffalo Bill Ranch State Historical Park (28,446). 

Usability Improvement 47%  (relative to control condition) 



Version 4 - Objective language  

  Uses neutral rather than subjective, boastful, or exaggerated 
language (otherwise the same as the control condition) 

Nebraska has several attractions. In 1996, some of  the most-
visited places were Fort Robinson State Park (355,000 visitors), 
Scotts Bluff  National Monument (132,166), Arbor Lodge 
State Historical Park & Museum (100,000), Carhenge 
(86,598), Stuhr Museum of  the Prairie Pioneer (60,002), and 
Buffalo Bill Ranch State Historical Park (28,446). 

Usability Improvement  27% (relative to control condition) 



Version 5 – Combined Version 
  Uses all three improvements in writing style together: concise, 

scannable, and objective 

In 1996, six of  the most-visited places in Nebraska were: 
  Fort Robinson State Park 
  Scotts Bluff  National Monument 
  Arbor Lodge State Historical Park & Museum 
  Carhenge 
  Stuhr Museum of  the Prairie Pioneer 
  Buffalo Bill Ranch State Historical Park. 

Usability Improvement  124% (relative to control condition) 



The Role of  Introductory Text 

What’s the page about?? 

  There is a tendency to use filler text at the top of  a 
page, however, this is where you need to cut to the 
chase! 

  People read very little on web pages so you shouldn’t 
waste valuable real estate on generic feel-good  type of  
content. 



  Intro text has a valid role in that it sets the 
context for the content. 

 For example, rather than having a list of  links 
or articles, interviews, etc., you should preface 
the page with one or two lines of  intro: 

  What do the links/articles/interviews have in 
common 

  What will the visitor gain by reading them? 



 Focus on answering two questions: 
 What? 

What will users find on this page – i.e., 
what’s its function? 

 Why? 

Why should they care – i.e., what’s in it for 
them? 



Layout Essentials 

 Landing Pages 

  Images and Headlines 

 Length of  Page 



Use Landing Pages Strategically 

  Landing pages should give an overview of  each web 
section. 

  Integrate any relevant and current “take action” items 
such as “sign the petition to stop Big Oil from drilling 
in the Arctic Refuge.” 

  Provide links to resources, fact sheets, and important 
articles so users can easily click to read more. 





Use Compelling Images And Headlines 

  Images can help draw your readers in and help connect 
them to your organizations mission and initiatives. 

  Try to attach at least one compelling image to each 
page. 



To Scroll or Not to Scroll? 

Web users spend 80% of  their time looking at information above 
the page fold 

  Long pages continue to be problematic because of  users' 
limited attention span. People prefer sites that get to the 
point and let them get things done quickly. 

  Besides the basic reluctance to read more words, scrolling is 
extra work. 

  However, you can put information below the fold rather 
than limit yourself  to bite-sized pages.  



Users will scroll, if  the information above the fold makes 
them believe the rest of  the page will be valuable. 

  In fact, if  you have a long article, it's better to present it as 
one scrolling canvas than to split it across multiple page 
views. (but be sure to incorporate scannable text!) 

   Scrolling beats paging because it's easier for users to simply 
keep going down the page than it is to decide whether or not 
to click through for the next page of  a fragmented article.  



People will look very far down a page if… 

  the layout encourages scanning, and  

  the initially viewable information makes them 
believe that it will be worth their time to scroll. 

Finally, don't forget to put a nice morsel at the very bottom! 

  the last thing a person sees remains particularly 
salient in the mind. 



Understand your target audiences and how they use 
your website 

  Internal Audiences (customer service audiences) 

  Current students and their families 

  Faculty and staff  

  Engaged alumni 

  Donors and partners 



 External Audiences (prospects and leads) 

  Undergrad prospects 
  Grad/professional prospects 

  Non-degree students 

  Potential faculty and staff  

  Disconnected alumni 

  Potential donors and partners 
  Visitors and general public 



What are the top tasks visitors want to complete on your 
website? 

  Consider your audience(s) – prospective student, 
alumni, donors, community… 

  Identify the mission – the purpose – of  your website.  
Then determine your visitors’ #1 top task. 

  People come to your website with a specific task in 
mind.  If  it isn’t easy to complete that task, they’ll 
leave. 



How do you identify your visitors’ top tasks? 

  What question do people ask most when they send you an 
email or call your office? 

  Where can I find information about…? 

  Do I qualify for…? 

  How do I …..? 

  Talk to different audience groups to determine what is 
important to them. 



How can you help visitors complete their top tasks? 

  Structure your pages to make information easy to 
find on your website. 

  Look at how each piece information fits into other 
tasks people might be looking to complete. 

  Is it easy to get from point A to point B?  After 
reading your page can the reader figure out what to 
do next? 



Conduct informal usability testing 

  Ask someone to find something on your website. 

  It may be obvious to you, but can other people find 
it? 

  If  not, why not? 

  How easy or difficult was it to complete the task? 
(scale of  1 to 5) 





  “Less is More” 

  “Catch” readers with the 1st sentence; use short paragraphs 

  Vary your sentence length and style 

  Short lists, bulleted lists are quick and easy to digest 

  Don’t be afraid to utilize white space  

  Be creative and imaginative 



  Make your content personal  

  Write conversationally. Your tone and writing style should 
be more casual, more conversational. (We are … , Our 
University … , Together …)  

  Remember to use Active Voice. Strong verbs engage 
readers  

  Always start with a headline  – everyone reads them. (Use 
Subheads, too.) Limit length to two lines. Anything over 
7-8 words is too much. 

  Use bold and italics, but sparingly 

  Utilize eye-catching quotes … example forthcoming  



  “Don’t go to Harvard, 
but to the Business 
School at the University 
of  Scranton, where they 
are changing lives.” 

- Peter Drucker,  
Father of  Modern 
Management 



Look at their word choices  
& sentence structure.  

  “bet,” “extraordinary,”      
“don’t forget” 

  The content is humorous – 
“that’s an actual statistic” 

  Thomas Jefferson/Jon 
Stewart referenced in the 
same sentence 

William & Mary University’s Admissions page 



Overall, it’s a good website 
but … 

  Questions are effective 
openers, in moderation.  

  17 bullets on this page –  
a little bit of  overkill  

Positives 

  Good, active verbs 
(invites, explore) 

   Lots of  hyperlinks … 
but maybe too many?  

Fairfield University’s Communication page 



Unnamed University in the Northeast 



Let’s take a look now at a few 

examples from our web site to see if  

we can apply what we’ve learned! 




